PFSweb Introduces New Product CloudPick
February 25, 2019
FaaS Offering Brings Flexible Order Picking Solution to Market
ALLEN, Texas, Feb. 25, 2019 (GLOBE NEWSWIRE) -- PFSweb, Inc. (NASDAQ: PFSW), a global commerce services company, today announced the
introduction of CloudPickSM, a new “Fulfillment-as-a-Service” (FaaS) product, which is being designed to create efficient order fulfillment picking
operations for brands and retailers.
A product of the PFSweb Operations business unit (PFS), CloudPick is a turn-key, cloud-based order fulfillment picking solution designed to be
deployed into distribution centers and integrated with Warehouse Management Systems (WMS). The CloudPick FaaS product includes pick carts
assembled and configured by PFS that feature pre-installed proprietary PFS software and hardware components from Pcdata, a global leader in
logistics automation systems. Once assembled, the carts are shipped directly to the client’s fulfillment center for installation and use.
CloudPick is designed to shorten training times, simplify integrations, create flexibility based on product needs, and improve picking efficiency. These
carts are designed with lighted buttons and prominent display interfaces to shorten the training process and improve pick accuracy. Our proprietary
cloud-based CloudPick technology integrates with most Warehouse Management Systems through a standard messaging interface and the CloudPick
carts operate over existing Wi-Fi networks reducing time to implement. Most importantly, the carts are easily configurable and can be customized to fit
a number of different product types. More information can be found at pfscommerce.com/cloudpick.
“Picking productivity is a vital metric to creating an efficient and cost-effective fulfillment operation,” commented Zach Thomann, EVP and PFS General
Manager. “Through the innovation of our own research and development, along with Pcdata’s hardware components, CloudPick is designed to
maximize efficiency for any operation looking to scale their fulfillment model. Our desire is to help brands of all sizes gain the same advantages with
this technology that we’ve experienced in our own fulfillment centers.”
PFS will be co-exhibiting with Pcdata at the IntraLogisteX conference. The event takes place February 26-27, 2019 at the Ricoh Arena in Coventry,
England. Attendees are invited to schedule a meeting with the PFS team at pfscommerce.com/contact/ or visit them at IntraLogisteX in booth 242.
About Pcdata
Established in 1988, Pcdata’s budding start came developing Pick and Put to Light solutions to facilitate the order picking processes. Today, Pcdata is
a global leader in logistics automation systems for consumer goods, both for retail as well as E-Commerce picking operations. With over 1,000
systems installed across the globe, in more than 35 countries, they work with some of the most prestigious brands around the world. Pcdata has over
a quarter century of experience developing, manufacturing and implementing warehouse optimization and tracking and tracing solutions, still being a
specialist in Pick and Put to Light. For more information, visit www.pcdata-logistics.com.
About PFSweb, Inc.
PFSweb (NASDAQ:PFSW) is a global commerce services company that manages the online customer shopping experience on behalf of major
branded manufacturers and retailers. Across two business units – LiveArea for strategy consulting, creative design, digital marketing, and web
development services, and PFS for order fulfillment, contact center, payment processing/fraud management, and order management services – they
provide solutions to a broad range of Fortune 500® companies and household brand names such as Procter & Gamble, L’Oréal USA, Ralph Lauren,
PANDORA, ASICS, the United States Mint, and many more. PFSweb enables these brands to provide a more convenient and brand-centric online
shopping experience through both traditional and online business channels. The company is headquartered in Allen, TX with additional locations
around the globe. For more information, please visit www.pfsweb.com.
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